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Founders of new s9cial club, Echad, seek coed status
By Eddie Madden
Bison editQr

With the consent of the deans, 24.
students are attempting to form a new
coed social club on campus. The students
recently received a go ahead signal from
Eddie Campbell, dean of men and Dr. Ted
Altman, vice president of student affairs.
Although they have received permission
to pursue formation of a coed club, the
s tudents mlist still formulate a constitution and bylaws and obtain the approval of the Student Affairs Committee
(SAC), a faculty committee chaired by Dr.
Jack Wood Sears, professor of biology.
The name of the new club suggested by
steve Richards, is to be Ecbad, a Hebrew
word for unity. The club colors, s~ected
by Linda Ford; are to be teal blue and

sliver gray.
" In some ways it's plowing new
ground," said Altman. " But they're going
to have to justify the coed club other than
just wanting to do it. There has to be a
need for it , a reason for it"
Why do they want a coed club?
In a statement of i nitial purpose which
was presented to the deans, the founders
state, " We believe through the different
talents of men and women working
together Echad can better reach this goal
(continuous service) ...
Sara Dean, one of the founding members, stressed the unity offered by the coed
club, especjally the unified administration
as compared to that of brother· and sister
clubs. " Guys and girls can work together a
lot better, and a lot faster," she said. ' I

think it's the best way to do it - brothers
and sisters working together to serve God,
to serve others and to have fun together."
She noted, too, that the personality of the
1ifferent sexes in the club would probably
change all together, while brother and
sister clubs might grow apart in personality.
.
Kimberly Hunter, another founding
member, also emphasized the malefemale communication possible with the
two working together as one unit. She said
that inen and women have · different
talents that complement each other, too.
" Girls will just add so much," added
Phillip Morris. "It' s so different. And it's
· so much like a family, like a bunch of
brothers and sisters.
Campbell also noted possible benefits of

.
I

having a coed club. "It 1:tas some
possibilities that might be good for us," he
said. "The female influence in a club of
men may have a calming influence, a
civilizing influence. But at the same time,
males can add some dimensions that
haven't been present in the female clubs."
The idea for the coed club originated
with a group of Delta Omega social c1ub
members planning their recent disbandment. Austin Miller, the for mer president
of Deltas, said they wanted to form a new,
service-oriented club, and · the idea of
going coed just popped up during . the
discussion.
He also noted that coed clubs presently
exist on other Christian college campuses.
The new club's main emphasis will be on
(See ECHAD, page 4)

Sixty-first annu~l _ ____
Bible lectureshi.p
to begin Sunday
"Amazing Grace, How Sweet the Sowid,"
will be the theme of the 6lst Annual
Harding University Bible Lectureship to
be held Sept. 30-0ct. 3. The featured
speakers for the 1984 lectureship will include Charles Hodge, Jimmy 'Ailen, Neale
Pryor and J . Wayne Kilpatrick.
Hod~e. of Duncanville, Texas, will begin
the series Sunday at the evening
worship services at College Church
of Christ speaking on "Grace in the Old
Testament Church." He is presently the
pulpit minister at the Duncanville Church
of Christ and has served several other
congregations in Texas since 1960.
He has authored nine books and is a staff
writer for 20th Century Christian· and
Restoration Quarterly. He is a member of
the boards of Abilene Christian University
and Medina Children's Home, and is a
frequent participant in teacher training
series, lectureships and youth rallies. His
work has taken him to more than 30 states,
Europe and the Holy Land.
.
Allen will speak Monday night on
"Saved by Grace" ' in the Benson
Auditorium. He serves as a professor of
Bible at the University. Allen has
preached in appro~mately 50 area-wide
campaigns and is a well known speaker on
state school and Christian college campuses. He has spoken in 33 states and five
foreign 'countries.
Pryor will speak on "Blessed
Assurance" on Tuesday night of the
lectureship. He is a nationally known
speaker at youth rallies, gospel meetings
and w orkshops. A professor Of Bible and
vice president for academic affairs at the
University, Pryor is also an elaer a t the
. College Church of Christ in Searcy.
Kilpatrick will close the Lectureship on
Wednesday night speaking on the topic,
" The Ultimate End of Grace." He bas
written five books, contributes articles to
World Evangelist and other Christian
. publications, and speaks weekly on
channel 42 television station.
He bas served congregations in Hickory
(See LECTURESHIP, page 5)

Former Delta member and queen (from left) senior Pfiillip Morris, senior Wade Moshier and junior Sara Dean hold
t rum pets over the heads of pall bearers (left to right) Steve Richards, a senior, junior Austin Miller, senior Jon Chadwell
and jtJnior David Adams, as they carry the Delta "ark of the covenent" down a Camp Wyldewood trail to Bee Rock for
t he cl ub' s f uneral services. The club disbanded Sept. 16.
·

Delta Omega disbands; members hold mock funeral
by Eddie Madden
Bison editor

The men's social club Delta Omega
officially died or disbanded, on Sept.
16. But it wasn't an occasion for
mourning, despite Ule fact that the club
members held a mock funeral for the
final club meeting. As senior Linda
Ford one participant in the services
said, " We had a blast."
According to junior Austin Miller , the

former club's president, the members
decided to disband about a week before
the funeral. He explained that some
members were discouraged becailse
others had gone inactive. ''And we were
just stuck in a rut," he said .
Many of the members are invoJved in
the forma tio.n of the new coed club,
Echad. And that, too, was incentive for ·
disbanding Deltas, said Miller.
· "Newness is always attractive," he

said. Even if the new club turned out to
be just the same members," he added,
''we could still start new."
The Saturday funeral began with a
procession down Maih Street and out to
Camp Wyldewood, complete with slow
driving cars with their lights on. One
car held the Delta ark with a small
coffin inside -and the club flag draped
over it.
(See DELTAS .. page 4)
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New co-ed club, Echad,
should be worthwhile
A coed social club on Harding's campus? Not now,
but if 24 students have their way, the new club Echad
will include both men and women. If so, it will be the
first such club here for single students.
The students have already received the approval
from Eddie Campbell, the dean of men, and Dr. Ted
Altman, the vice president of student affairs. So now
all they lack is the consent of the Student Affairs
Committee, a faculty committee. Before they can
obtain that, they must formulate a constitution and
bylaws.
Is this particular club worth a try?
Yes. First. the members of the club have stressed
the unity that would be possible with such a club. The
club name, Echad, is, in fact, a Hebrew word meaning
unity. The founders have stated that they feel they can
best fulfill their purposes by being a coed club.
Together, they say, the two sexes can combine their
talents, and thus serve more efficiently and more
effectively.
Why not brother and sister clubs? Brother and
sister clubs can grow apart in personality and interests. But in a coed club, the personality and in-.
terests of the sexes would probably change all together
- another valid reason for a coed club.
Also a point in Echad's favor is their strong emphasis on service. From its inception, the club's
founders have stressed th;llt they want the club to be
service-oriented - oriented towards service more
strongly than (but not necessarily to the exclusion of)
athletics and social life.
Echad members plan to do continuous service
projects, especially those involving area widows,
orphans and hospitals. One member also said that
even the club's social events would probably have a
service angle ~inviting widows to the club Christmas
party, for example.
Another founder .said she hopes the club will
become an instigator for others on campus to get
involved with service projects.
Could there by any problems with coed activities?
Not in sports, since they can simply have both men's
and women's teams. But there would probably be. a
problem with any overnight retreats.
And obviously, a coed club would just not be the
same as a single-sex club. In combining, many of the
traditions, activities and freedoms from inhibition
that exist in a single-sex club would be lost.
But if they want to try it, maybe it deserves a
chance. Some of the possibilities seem truly worthwhile.
- E.M.
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Is your incentive heaven or hell?
Jimmy Allen says that Hell wouldn't scare him_so
much if he knew it would last only for, say, 1,000
years. He says he can stand anything if he knows when
it's going to end.
But Hell is not going to end. Does that make you
tremble?
Whether eternal punishment scares you or not,
have you decided positively in favor of the only
alternative?
1f you plan t o be in Heaven from Judgment Day
onward, you should have a positive reason for wanting
to be there. The fear of Hell is not enough. The
Christian needs to have a relatively well-defined,
positive concept of Heaven to be properly motivated to
run the race that leads there.
When a marathon runner oompetes, he's not
running away from soruetbing. Neither is it his
primary purpose to avoid obstacles. He bas in his
mind a more or less accurate concept of his goal the prize. And he's running toward that prize, not
away from something else.
I don't intend to minimize the effects of another
runner who is on the heels of the one in the lead.
Anyone who has ever been chased knows that the
adrenalin flow caused by the chaser helps the chasee
to stay way out in front
Yes, we're being chased by Satan. And yes we're
involved in a.n incessant battle with the forces of evil.
But the race we run as Christians is not primarily a
race to escape the grasp of the pr.ince of this world.
Maybe it's more accurately pictured this way: each
Christian is in an individual life-long race toward his
almighty Maker.
What's the prize like? Yes, we know we'l1 be free
from Satan and his works. Yes we know there will be
nothing unpleasant - no sadness, no partings, et.
But what will there be in Heaven?
Unceasing eternal praise, for one thing - praise

,

Christians

in the

world

Brian Casey
directed to the One who really deserves it. Does that
idea attract you? Do you think you can be fully
content throughout forever in a state of everlasting,
prostrated adoration?
Read Revelation 4:8-11. And Revelation 5:8-14.
And Revelation 6:9-12. And Revelation 11:15-17. And
Revelation 15:2-4.
And even if you choose not to read any of these
passages, read Revelation 19:6 aloud: "And I heard,
as it were, the voice of a great multitude and as the
sound of many waters and as the sound of mighty
peals of thunder, saying, 'Hallelujah! For the Lord
our God, the Almighty, reigns."
Try to picture the scene that accompanies that
verse. I hope it makes chills of joy-filled awe run up
and down your spine.
Devoted praise - the essence of our Home. Let me
ask you again: does Heaven appeal to you? Consider
your goal more often ~ .. really consider it.
Yes, we should tremble at the thought of Hell. But
more important, we should thrill at the thought of
being "forever with the Lord."
STAFF WRITERS:
Julie Bagley, Ken Bissell, Brian Casey, Rebekah
Davis, Jeff Douglas, Shawn Goodpasture, Jodee
Hobbs, Deanna Hollifield, Wendell Hudson, Mannie Lowery, David Smith.

...,,
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commentary
Mondale, Reagan not fadng issues in campaign
Editor's note: Each week this column will examine
some facet of the political scene. "Soapbox" is open to
a variety of authors, and no particular viewpoint or
partisan stand will be stressed.
As our quadrennial quest for the Presidency enters
its final five weeks, perhaps the previous few weeks of
the election can give us an idea of what wonders lie
ahead. I hope not. To date, this presidential election
has been a rather pathetic event. Please forgive any
leaning towards cynicism in my thoughts, but this
campaign has focused on surface elements· almost to
the scorn of issues.
The political jingoism dominating the news is
particularly distressing. The candidates and their
issues this year provide a contrast and an .opportunity
for serious debate not experienced in the 1976 or 1980
elections. We have a true, old-fashioned, Democratic
liberal against a right-wing, conservative Republican.
Mondale epitomizes the pre-telegenic Democratic
Party. He's not a supreme orator or a pretty face.
Coalition building and behind the scenes finagling are
his specialty. He supports traditional liberal policies
and has faithfully followed the party line.
Ronald Reagan is Mr. Telegenic (appealing to
television viewers): the Teflon President. He appeals
to citizens for popular support and claims a mandate
from the people. He is so amiable - how could
anyone hate their Grandfather? By appealing to
patriotic and religious values, he has formed a
sometimes shaky coalition between the conservative
economic establishment and the Christian Right.
The policies the candidates offer also diverge
dramatically. Mondale promises a tax-hike, reduced

Letter to the editor

Reference policy
needs to be reviewed
To the editor
In many of Harding's academic departments, it is
difficult to receive recommendations, unless a student
waives her rights to access. As stated in the article on
the Buckley Amendment (page 7), the person who
writes the reference has the ability to mar a potential
employer's opinion of a student. The student will
never know her reference is a handicap, if she waives
access. Consequently, she will not be able to challenge
any statements.

...

At a Christian university are secret references
needed? A student who asked not to be identified
made a very pointed observation. "It's post-mortem
criticism rather than constructive criticism, when
(instructor's views) should be helpful and make a
-- difference."
If a student is repulsively obnoxious, dresses like a
"lady of the night" or does not have the personality
needed for her field, should she not be made aware of
the problem? If a professor feels that something
detrimental needs to be put on the reference sheet~
should the student not be informed? As brothers and
sisters in Christ, it is our responsibility to confront
each other (in love) about our shortcomings. If a
student is counseled, and prefers not to change, then
it should come as no surprise to her to see unfavorable
comments in the recommendation.
Sa why do such a large nu.m ber of our professors
insist upon private recommendations? Undoubtedly
they feel some responsibility towards their student's
future or they wouldn•t be teaching on a Christian
campus. The entire concept of unattainable
references needs to be seriously reviewed.
Rebekah Davis & Jodee Hobbs

'

~

.
r
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Soapbox
I

~
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David Smith
deficit, increased social spending, and slower military
growth. Reagan? Well, maybe someday soon he'll
actually present an agenda to the public instead of
merely general political rhetoric. But his actions
during his first term should provide enough indications of his future plans.
So what's my gripe? With all the obvious conflict
between the candidates, hardly any one is discussing
any issues. Normally, people blame the media for
focusing on hype and not the policy issues; however,
this year the candidates are as much to blame as
anyone. When Mondale _first proposed a tax-hike
from which the tax revenue would be used solely to
reduce the deficit, his plan appeared a bold, decisive
move (regardless of whether or not you agreed with it).
Mondale's tax plan could have become a hard issue to
be discussed and debated. Unfortunately, immediately after announcing his plan, Mondale fell
into the hoaky and silly action of claiming Reagan
had a secret tax plan. So much for issues.
Reagan, however, appears aloof to the thoughts of
any issues. He travels the nation speaking optimism
and good cheer, watching Mondale's campaign

flounder in controversy after controversy. Reagan may
fulfill John Brown's "Visio~ of America" ("Soapbox,"
Sept. 21, 1984), but I would appreciate knowing how
that vision translates into public policy. What does
Reagan plan to do about the deficit? "Trust Me," was
the campaign theme used by ~{previous presidential
candidate - Jimmy Carter.
Perhaps the presidential debates will provide some
substantive discussion, but I wouldn't hold my breath.
I expect the main discussions after the debates will be,
"Did Reagan make any gaffes, did Mondale actually
smile, and how will it affect the opinion polls?" The
debates could prove interesting though. Mondale is 56
and had to survive a tough nominating process
sharpening his debating skills. The aging president
(73) has lost much of his quickness evident in the 1980
campaign. In his recent press conference his loss of
hearing was evident. A poor "performance" at the
debates by Reagan could help Mondale gain much
needed momentum.
Performance has become an unfortunately
necessary part of our political process. I am quite sure
most of our founding fathers who we cloud in idealism
couldn't be elected today. Few of them were telegenic.
If we want our system to survive, we must look
beyond our televisions and contemplate the beliefs,
ideas, and issues set before us every four years. Ideas
can be scary things to grapple with, but it took men
wiiiing to deal with complex ideas and issues to
provide our nation with a government that has
brought us to the pinnacle of world power. We must
look for men still willing to struggle with even more
complex ideas today.

'Purple Rain' loses itself in pretention
Purple Rain '- Prince and the Revolution (Warner
Brothers)
You're a 26-year-old r&b-rock singer, and you're
feeling terribly intimidated by the recent phenomenal
success of Michael Jackson. What do you do?
Well, if you're Prince Rodgers Nelson (better
known simply as Prince), you make a questionably
autobiographical move, thread together a so-called
sound-track, add a few million dollars of hype, and
release the album months before the movie premieres,
so that when it finally does come out, the anticipation
is such that it grosses millions in the first few weeks
(mostly from the curiosity of prepubescent females).
"Purple Rain" is an album that is in itself impotent. Sure, it had the potential to be a relatively
meaningful album , but this is destroyed by the top40ish ambitions of its mentor from ~he very start.
From the opening cut of "Let's Go Crazy," the
listener immediately begins to question this album's
credibility. The hook of the song, "Never gonna let the
elevator break us down- Oh no, let's go crazy," is, at
its best, mindless drivel. And its sermonesque intro
doesn't really help to elevate it either.
However, don't get me wrong. The album does have
its moments. The title cut "Purple Rain" is an excellent song, with some worthwhile guitar work,
serving to take one's mind off of the once-again
lacking lyrics.
The girls of the band, <Lisa and Wendy (keyboards
and rhythm guitar, respectively), contribute a good
song to the album, "Computer Blue." But, they don't
receive co-writing credit for it. (Sure, Prince, not a
bit of egotism, huh?)
A few listeners may find the song "Darling Nikki"
somewhat offensive due to its blatently sexual nature.
Surprisingly, however, when this cut is played backwards, one is given an insight into Prince's somewhat
bizarre relaionship with God. According to RoiUng
Stone magazine, the backward track says, "Hello,
how are you? I'm fine, because I know that the Lord is
coming soori, coming soon." Bizarre, indeed.

OHbeat
JeHDouglas
Prince professes to have an inti mate, respectful
relationship with God. Yet 1 find this claim hard to
believe due to the overtly sexual content of much of
his music and his onstage performances.
Unfortunately, the above mentioned bright spots
are not enough to save this album, and the album
inevitably drowns in itself - in its hype and
pretentious lack of depth.
·
This album gets a 5.1 on a scale of 1 to 10.

Campus:o logy
Today
SA Movie, "The Chosen," 7 and 9:30p.m., Benson
Auditorium.
Tomorrow
SA Movie, "Tender Mercies," 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
Benson Auditorium.
Monday
Harding University Fall Lectureship, "Amazing
Grace," Jimmy Allen, Benson Auditorium.
Tuesday
"Amazing Grace," Neale Pryor. Benson
Auditorium.
Wednesday
International Campaigns, 8:30 p.m., Bible 100.
"Amazing Grace," J. Wayne Kilpatrick, Benson
Auditorium.
Thurs d ay
Women's Volleyball, vs. Arkansas Tech., New
Gym.
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Deltas---- Echad---------------------------------(continued from page

(continued from page

l)

service, according to Ford. "Service was
the biggest thing," she said, "the idea of
making it a service social club and not
strictly a social social club."
Sal Marafioti, who describes himself as
"one of the most anti-club people you will
meet on this campus," said he is excited
about getting Echad started because of the
service orientation. He said, "It will be
spiritually oriented, which has sometimes
taken a back seat to club pride and social
grouping."
Although many of the founding members are former members of Delta Omega,
both Ford and Miller insist that the club is
not just Deltas reformed.
The 24 founding members of Echad, as
listed for the deans, are Greg Lucas, Craig
Caldwell, Jon Chadwell, Alan Greenhaw,
Morris, Robby Rogers, David Nance,
Marafioti, Richards, Wade Moshier,
David Moshier, David Upton, Gary Ewart,
David Adams, Phil Thames,. Miller,
Allison Gore, Ford, Dean, Hunter,
Rebecca Smith, Michal Candle, Sheri
Chadwell and Lisa Newlin.
Miller said a lot of people have expressed an interest in. the club. But he
added that they will probably only take a·
small handful of new members, since the
club is not solid yet.
"This semester is going to be a lot of
hard work," added Ford, "a lot of nitty
gritty, not-too-fun stuff."
Miller said the deans have encouraged
them to take their time on the constitution
and try to foresee any problems that migbl
arise. Campbell and Altman both also said
they hoped the founders would request
some input from the Interclub Council
<ICC\.
Campbell noted that allhough he could
ee the positive aspects of a coed club, he
thinks a coed club might be a threat in Ulal
the members may feel lney stand to lose
some of their leadership or some of the
traditions that would exist within a ·single.
sex club.
Even if the coed feature of Echad is not
approved, Miller said they can still have
the service-oriented club. "And we can
always elect a lot of queens," he laughed.
I'

I)

The Delta ark, reminiscent of the
Jewish ark of the covenant, bas been a
staple of the club's induction activities
for the past few years. Inductees
marched around Pattie Cobb Dormitory with the ark and blew their
trumpets, imitating the Biblical story
of the march around Je.richo (although
Pattie Cobb's walls didn't ever come
tumbling down. J
And the coffin? Ford described it as a

shoebox, painted black, with the "spirit
of Delta Omega" inside.
Once at Wyldewood, the laughing
mourners (the Deltas, their sponsor
Craig Beard and a few close friends)
walked to the base of Bee Rock for the
actual funeral services. Four club
members dressed in tuxedoes - the
pallbearers - carried the ark. The
others wore jerseys with black armbands. The club queens, of course,
considered themselves as the widows.

At the funeral, senior Jon Chadwell
gave a eulogy for the club. The Deltas
burned the coffin ·and placed some of
the ashes in a sinall bottle to be saved.
The rest of the ashes were placed in the
ark, along with the black armbands.
Finally, club members set the ark on
fire and sent it floating down the Little
Red River.
"We tried to sing 'Auld Lang Syne'
but we didn't know the words," said
Ford. "So we had to hum it."

Captain D's~.

COMPLIMENTS
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! 2 Fish 'n Chips $3.99 I
• • • • • • • • • • CLIP THIS COUPON • • • • • • • • • •
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style hush puppies.
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I
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fresh cole slaw and 8 southern-style hush puppies. Serves 4
or more.
Thrift Pack: includ6s: 8 fish fillets, natural-cut french fries, fresh
cole slaw and 8 southern-style hush puppies. Serves 3-4.
Not 900d wi1h any o1her special
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Lectureship----------------------(continued from page 1)
Plains, Tenn.; Swartz Creek, Mich.;
Milan, Tenn.; Madisonville, Ky. and is
currently working with the Birmingham
Church of Christ in Alabama. Kilpatrick is
a member of the Board of Alabama
Christian College.
Daily lectures will include the topics and
. speakers: "Can We Fall From Grace?,"
Leon Barnes; "Standing in Grace," A. W.
Chism; "God: The Source of Grace,"
Dowell Flatt; "The Ethics of Grace," Alan

Highers and "Singing With Grace," Ted
Knight.
Other topics include ''The Grace of
Living," Mac Layton; "Grace: Power for
Living " Avon Malone; "Grace, Faith and
Works," Hugo McCord; • Jesus, The
Appearance of Grace," James Moffett;
"The Cross of Jesus, ' Paul Rogers and
"Grace: Motivation for Service," Virgil
Troutt.
Speakers during the chapel period will

be Jimmy Adcox on "Can I Know I Am
Saved?" and Doug Parsons on "Must I Be
Perfect?" and "The Freedom of Grace."
ClasseS will also be available for those
attending the Lectureship series. Courses
being planned are ''Grace in Revelation,''
" Lew
McCord; '

Moore; ''Grace and Suffering, •• • Vir~
Trout and "Grace in Restoration
Preaching," with Earl West.
Also, two special classes for ladies will
be offered entitled, "The Gracious
Woman," with Mona M
and "The
Balanced
" with
Smith.

268-4684

106 N. Spring, Searcy

We Have Become Known As
"The Students Pharmacy." Won't
You Let Us Be Of Service To You?
at

EDICAL CENTER PHARMAC
Located

In Searcy Medical Center
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Petit jean yearbook receives All-American rating
by Shawn Goodpasture
Bison staff writer

Cited for how it "showed a great deal of
commitment exerted from a staff from a
small school," the 1984 Petit Jean was
rated All-American for the 25th consecutive year by the Associated Collegiate
Press (ACP) .
The yearbook, carrying the theme
"Putting the Pieces Together," was edited
by Suzanne Johnston, who is now employed by the University Public Relations
Office as director of information.
ACP judge D. J. Shrait remarked in the
summary statement, the P etit Jean
"achieved high levels or standards" in its
journalistic product. The book rec.eived a
four-star rating, with "marks of distinction" in the categories of CQPY, display,
coverage and concept.
Shrait was quite pleased with the
yearbook's coverage of campus events,
dubs and activities, and enjoyed the copy
included in the coverage·. "I learned much
about Harding from reading your book,"
she said.
Shrait also considered the annual's
graphic display readable and attractive
and remarked that the concept was a
"strong theme- carried out from cover to
cover from opening to closing."
Most of Shrait's negative comments
concerning the book were centered on the
category of photography, art and

graphics, the only category in which the ·
Petit Jean did not receive a mark of
distinction. ' Spreads lacked dominant
photos, photos were similar in size and at
times too small to see," Shrait said, while
also claiming some dissatisfaction with
the positioning of the copy and what Shrait
term.ed an_ overpowering bordertape.
Shrait wrote that the staff could correct
these errors by better positioning
photographs, implementing .more [eature
scyle in copy and headlines and by including more in captions accompanying
pictures. With such CQrrections, Shrait
claimed the book "will top the level of
excellence."
Johnston stated that she was relieved
the annual had once again achieved AllAmerican status. "There is always that
little fear that it might not (achieve AllAmerican)," she said.
·
Johnston also admitted that she was
puzzled by the lower than usual rating
given in graphics. S}J.e commented lhatsbe
had thought the photography, art and
graphics section would be the area tha t
would receive a mark of distinction before
any others.
Dr . Joseph Pryor, Petit J ean fa culty
advisor , did seem quite pleased with the
ratings process, saying t)lat the low
graphics rating was an area of perSonal
judgment in the eyes of the judge. "I think
they (the ACP and other major journalism

16 scholarships awarded to freshmen
by Julie Bagley
B"on .. t.lff wnh.•r

Sixteen academic scholarships were
awarded to outstanding incoming freshmen this fall . And Durward McGaha,
director of admissions, characterized the
selection of the winners as "one of the
hardest choices I've ever made."
University President Clifton L. Ganus
originally authorized 15 of the newly
adopted Trustee Scholar Awards but, due
to a tie, an additi,onal full tuition
scholarship was awarded.
There are six full tuition scholarships,
five half tuition scholarships and five onethird tuition scholarships.
The r ecipients of full tuition scllolarships are: Bradley Ale Gist of Racine,
Wis. , Brooke Lanae Hagood of Cleveland,
Tenn.; Scott Alan Hoover of Indianapolis
Ind.; Dee Laine Minche.y of Pflugerville,
Tenn.; I)anny Dwayne Thompson of
McCrory Ark.; and Raymond Scott
Waldrop of Bartlesville, Okla. The recipients of one-half tuition scholarships are :
Chery l Ann. Cheatham of Mont~omet"¥•.
Ala .; Angela Rose Chrisman of
Clarksvme, Ark.; Jeff Riley Kinser of
Monticello, Ill.; Todd LarreU Austin of
Paragould Ark. ; and John Douglas Scott

of Kingsport, Tenn.
The recipients of one-third tuition
scholarships are: Melissa J o Brenneman
of Spartanburg, S.C.; Robert Allen Diles of
North Little Rock, Ark.; Joel Todd
Thompson of Mesquite, Tex.; Ruth Ellen
Wingfield of North Little Rock, Ark.; and
John Mark Matthews of La Puente, Cal.
How does one receive a Trustee Scholar
Award? Two of the main requirements for
the applicants are to have a 30 or higher
ACT composite score, a 3.25 GPA the firs t
year and a 3.5 GPA the three remaining
years. In a.ddition to the other
requirements, the student must also fill
out a data sheet and write an essay.
The scholarship committee who judged
the qualifications of each applicant and
chose the recipients, was composed of:
McGaha· Rosemary Wilson, assistant to
McGaha ; Ted Altman, dean of students;
Neale Pryor, vice-president of academic;.
affairs : and Virgil Beckett, registrar.
McGaha felt that the scholarships attracted more "academically gifted"
students to Harding. The same program
will be continued next year, he said, and he
aJded, "We hope to have more scholarships like this in the future."

Tennis team does well
The Bison tennis team has been doing
exceptionally well this year due to five
freshman newcomers. Coach David Elliott
has expressed nothing but praises about
his freshman players, Scott Ward, Scott
Harper, J orge Woos, Arturo Varela and
Greg Barton.
"They all have played well in their
matches against Henderson and UCA,"
said Elliott.
Also returning is Nigel Liverpool, an AllAIC performer who is not eligible this fall
due to grades. But he will be ready in the
spring.
Three returning lettermen, juniors John
Wood, John Goodspeed and Donny Wallis,
have been real leaders on the team and
have helped the freshman out a great deal,
said Elliott.
The Bisons have defeated Henderson
State University and the University of
Central .Arkansas by the score of !H> in
each contest. "The experience we get this
fall will be beneficial to us this spring,"
said Elliott'.

accrediting associations) do a very good
job " be said.
Pryor also stated that the Petit Jean was
probably only one of four or five books
entered in the 2,501-5,000 enrollment
division to achieve All-American.
The ratings will be used by the Petit
Jean staff in order to improve this year's
publication. David Wall , a senior
marketing major from G<>ldsborQ, N.C.
was last year's assistant editor and sports
editor and is now the editor of the 1985
edition. He said that he will continue some
of the better features of last year's book,
including the great variety of people, clubs
and activities pictured.
other editors of last year's staff included Michael Kelly, Life section; Jenna
Conrad, Scholars; Scottie Collins,
Students ; Michael Corrigan , Honors ;
Nancy Thompson, Organizations; Sheila
Underwood Academy; and Marianne
Cox copy editor. John Radcliffe was head
photographer and Wes Holland served as
photo editor.
Karen Roseberry, last year s Social
Clubs section editor and 1985 assistant

Subscriptions
$8 per year.

Preference sheets
due bet. 6
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Portraits
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Weddings
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TOY
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Certified Professional
Photographer
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At Christmas
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Welcome Back Students

FREE
Send the
Bison J1ome

editor, has been named editor of the 1986
Petit Jean. Roseberry is a junior English
and journalism major from Fort Worth,
Texas.

GEORGE DILLIN
PHOTOGRAPHY INC.
By Appointment - Call 268-9304
1407 East Moore Avenue
Searcy, Arkansas 72143
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Signed, sealed and filed away ...
But students have legal right to check some school records
by Rebekah Davis & )odee Hobbs
Bison staff writers

During a student's stay at Harding, he
fills out numerous schedules, permission

cards, chapel notices and other forms.
What happens to all of the accumulated
information? Does a student have the right
to see any information pertaining to
himself?
According to the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, better
known as the Buckley Amendment,
students always have the right to see their
educational records. And an institution
may not release those records without the
student's consent.
The term "educational record" is
described by the Buckley Amendment as
any official files directly. related to a
student. Anything in handwriting, print,
tape, film or some other medium is
classified as a record. All information a
school-district employee keep5, that has
been shared ·with another person is considered an educational record.
When a student requests to see a particular file, nothing in the file may be
tampered with until after the student has
opportunity to examine it. When a request
has been made, an institution has up to 45
days to produce the file.
An individual also has the right to
challenge the accuracy of a record, but the
final decision is made by the school. The
school must announce the outcome to the
student. And if he still disagrees, he has
the right to put a statement in the record.
This statement must be kept in the file as
long as the file is in existence.
There are two exceptions to releasing
student reeords without the student's

..

·-

consent. Institutions have the right to
allow designated school officials within the
institution the privilege to view academic
records without the student's knowledge.
An institution also does not need a
.student's permission to release dir~tory
information. Directory information
relating to~ student includes the student's
name, address, telephone listing, date and
place of birth, major field of study, participation in officially recognized activities and sports. Harding will honor any
reasonable request for information not to
be issued.
How does a person determine the
number of files a school maintains? The
Buckley Amendment states that the school
must provide a list of the files and their
locations. The secretaries in the Student
Personnel Office were not aware of any
list. However, they did help create the
following non-official list. There are at
least eight files on every Harding student.
They are located in ~e Placement Office,
the Student Personnel Office, the Business
Office, the Registrar Office, the Testing
Office, his dormitory manager's office and
his advisor's office.
The Placement Office keeps a credential
packet on every graduating senior. The
packet includes a biographical sketch and
faculty references. The stUdent provides
the biographical sketch. The reference
sheets ask the faculty member to rate a
student's
"intellectual . ability;
imagination and creativity, professional
promise, maturity, written communication skills, ability in oral expression, ability to analyze a problem and
formulate a solution (and) ability to work
with others." The options range from

superior (top 5 percent) to poor (bOttom
third) . A space is provided for the instructor's "personal opinion of the
registrant's ability and preparation for the
position soqght."
When a student registers with the
Placement Office, he must sign a form
stating whether or not he waives his right

to see his references. The Buckley
Amendment reads that a student may
waive his right of access to confidential
statements, except that such a waiver
shall apply to recommendations only if the
student is, upon request, notified of the
names of all persons making confidential
recommendations and such recommendations are used solely for the purpose
for which they were specifically intended.
!'JI.Y of this material could mar a
potential employe>·'s opinion of a student:

FLIPPIN-KIIHNL EYE CARE CENTER, P.C.
Howard F. Flippin, O.D.

Michael Kiihnl, O.D.

David Crouch, director of placement and
alumni relations, explained the department's policy concerning negative
references. Upon request, the Placement
Office will tell a student if he has a bad
reference. They ·will not remove it; they
will just refrain from sendj,ng out the file ..
A student is not allowed. to know who made
the "damaging remark".
Due to a faculty member's preference,
many students must waive their right to
see their references. Forty-nine faculty
members are listed by the Placement
Office as those who will not complete a
recommendation unless the student has
signed a waiver.
In the Art department, the faculty
members are Dr. Faye Doran, John
Keller, Paul Pitt and Don Robinson; in the
Bible department, Tom Eddins, Joe Jones,
Dr. Don Shackelford and Jack McKinney;
in the School of Business, Dr. David Burks,
Dr. Marvin_ Robertson, Charles Walker,
Steve White and David Johnson; in the
department of History and Social Science,
Dr. Earl Cohill, Dr. Tom Howard, Virgil
Lawyer am~ Dr. Ray Muncy;
In the Math and Computer Science
department, Tim Baird, Gene Dugger,
John Nunnally, Dr. Dean Priest and Dr.
Bill Oldham; in Music, Warren Casey, Dr.
Ken Davis, Dr. William Hollaway, Jeff
Hopper, Ann Sewell, Dr. Arthur Shearin,
Neva White and Travis Cox; in the
Physical Education deparlment_, Dr.
Karyl Bailey, Jack Boustead, Ted Uoyd,
Dr. Wilt Martin and Dr. Harry Olree;
In the departments of Psychology and
Sociology, Dr. Lew Moore, Dr. Van Tate
and _Dr. Jack Thomas; and in other
departments, Dr. Ted Altman~ Dr. Jerome
Barnes, Lynn England, Dr. John Ryan, Ed
White, Dr. William Williams, Robin
Miller, Dr. Richard Walker, Dr. James
Mackey, Loleta Higginbotham and Dr.
Don England.
The Student Personnel Office maintains
two files: a chapel record and a student
file. The chapel record is kept for only one
semester, unless the owner has problems
in that area. The student file contains
every official letter that Harding ever sent
to the student or his parents. It has
scholarship information, an application
form and high school references sent in
before acceptance into Harding. The
references are not accessible due to a
waiver signed relinquishing access.
The Business Office files yearly accounts receivable reports. These reports
reveal overdue payments and other
business transactions. A record is also
kept concerning all bad checks .the student
may have issued to Harding at any time
during their stay.
The registrar, as expected, retains an
individual's transcript.
Dr. Tom Howard, · director of institutional testing, controls all testing such
as the ACT, CLEP and (JRE. The actual
test results and a permanent summary file
(See FILES, page 12)
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Bison golfers win first two .games;
Villard leading scorer this season
Junior Didier Villard has been the '
leading scorer for the Bison golf team in
the season thus far. He has shot 75 and 77 ·
par 72 in the first two non-conference
games.
Freshman David Converse, junior Kevin
Kowalski and senior John Talkington have
putted well to score in the upper 70's in the
two games.
The Bisons have six returning players:
seniors Talkington and Mike Williams ;
and juniors Villard, Kowalski, .Bol> Pittenger and Kevin Wise. Sophomore Cliff
Hayes and Converse are the two
newcomers to the team this season. Hayes
and Wise will be ineligible until next
semester. But at semester, "they should

provide a suitable amount of depth," said
Watkins.
In their first game the Bisons took first
place by a score of 303, defeating the
University of Arkansas at.Little Rock and
Henderson State University in a tournament on Sept. 10 in Searcy. Harding
finished second behind Henderson in
Arkadelphia in their second game.

LOSE WEIGHT
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Speaking in the St1:1dent lectureships, senior Rod Teague makes a point.
The lectures were held last weekend in the American Heritage Auditorium .

* We specialize in needlework framing!
Quick Service
* Prints, Posters & Original Artwork
* Art classes & Supplies

Meeting stresses early learning
by Deanna Hollifield
Hhon

~lrlif

writer

Early childhood education is extremely
important in the development of the individuiil,.according to Dr. Beverly Boals,
who teaches early childhood education at
Arkansas State University in Jonesboro.
The advancement of this education is the
primary objective of the group, the
Arkansas Association on Children Under
Six <AACUS).
Boals presented a workshop here at
Harding last Thursday for those interested
in or working with young children.
"Children need to learn at an early age
that educational experiences can also be
fun," states Boals.
During the workshop, Boals taught
various songs emphasizing the importance
of muscle coordination, body parts, left to
right progression and songs with numbers.
She also stressed that every teacher needs
to spice up the music center by decorating

and making instruments out of cans,
bottles, plates, bells and wood blocks.
"Every child is unique," says Boals.
"You need to explore ideas and
suggestions for working with children with
different styles."
Membership in AACUS is open to all who
are interested in the welfare of young
children. ·
There are numerous factors which
appear to be responsible for a continuing
upsurge io membership. First, there has
been a tremendous growth in the area of
research and study concerning the young
child.
Another reason for growth stems from
the organizational structure of the group.
Effort is made to include and encourage
participation of parents, students,
teachers doctors, social workers and all
those interested in the well-being of the
young child.

MR. MAC'S
HAIR FASHIONS
Offers you the finest in hair design.
Featuring our professional staff
Geraldine Crymes
Wanda Brown
Wanda Adams
Cherie Henstley

Amanda Cooper
Denise Gordon
Martha Schmidle
Ann Nichols
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Bison cross Country dominates field at first meet
by Bobby Davidson

John Partlow and Kevin Cantrell showed
great potential as they finished lOth and
12th with respective times of 27:09 and
27:32.
Lloyd, who enters his 15th year as head
of the Harding program, says he is pleased
with where his men's team is, at this point.
"I've been very happy with our progress
so far," Lloyd said. "This is a good team
with a good working attitude, so now we'll
just take one meet at a time and emphasize getting better."
The team finished their 5,000 meter (3.1
miles) course with a third place total of 60
points, behind Arkansas College with 26
points and the University of ArkansasMonticello with 44 points.
Harding freshman Linda Pryor was the
first runner from her team to cross the
finish line as she placed fourth overall with
a time of 21:14. Lois Hudson won the race
in 18:58.
Sophomore Ruth Meecham took nth
place for the Lady Bisons with a 22:11
time, followed by senior teammate Amy
Clayton in 12th place with a time of 22:17.
Senior Stacie Jester and freslunan Renee
Stearns placed 16th and 17th for Harding
with respective times of 23:17 and 23:31.
The women's team, which returns only
two letter winners from last season, is
essentially in a rebuilding stage.
"We knew this year's women's team
would be a question mark for us," Lloyd
said. "But I would say that they will
definitely get better as the season wears
on."

B1son sports editor

The University cross country teams,
under the direction of coach Ted Lloyd,
started off their 1984 season on the right
foot Saturday in the annual Bison Booster
Invitational with a first place finish in the
men's competition and third place in the
women's division.
The men's team, looking for their 14th
consecutive Arkansas Intercollegiate
Conference championship, finished well
ahead of the field with 30 team points.
Following Harding were Arkansas Tech
Univers'ity with 58 points, Arkansas
College with 87, School of the Ozarks with
90, Arkansas State University 130, College
of the Ozarks with 137 and the University
of Central Arkansas which did not place.
Junior AI Bates, who finished second in
the AIC last year, was the top runner for
Harding with a third place finish of 26:26
as the Bisons took five of the top ten places
in the five-mile race. First place went to
Tim Martin of Arkansas College with a
25:25 pace, while Larry Wayne, a senior
Bison, took fourth with a 26:30 finish.
Sixth and seventh positions went to the
Bisons as sophomores Darryl Halbert
and Eddie Neal finished the course in 26:45
and 26:47, respect~vely. Harding freshmen

Lady Bisons vs.
Arkansas Tech
Oct. 4, 7 p.m., New Gym
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In the second inning, Steve Ashcraft,
who was given a free pass three times in
the game, was walked, moved to second on
a fielder's choice and over to third on a
throwing error, scored on a Chet Brown
single.
Titans added two more runs in the third
and a single score in the fourth to give
them their 5-2 edge.
Sub-T did not go down without a fight. On
two occasions, in the sixth and seventh
innings, Sub-T had men on second and
third but failed to score.
(See CLUBS, page 10)

The double-elimination tournament for
the "A" team division of big clubs wound
to a close last Wednesday with Titan's
victory over Sub-T 16.
Sub-T put the first two Titans runs on
base intentionally and the Titans offensive
machine accounted for the final runs iri the
championship as Titans downed Sub-T 5-2.
Rich Katchur whose home run in their
first outing forc~d the series into the third
game, was intentionally walked in the first
inning. Tim Murray's single moved
Katchur over to third and an errant throw
from the outfield allowed him to score.
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Bisons remain undefeated;
ranked 20th in NAIAstandings
by Bobby Davidson
Biso n sports ed itor

Once again the Harding University
football team has its tenacious defense to
thank for an early-season victory as the
Bisons tamed the Savages of Southeastern
Oklahoma University Saturday night with
a 10-7 win. The Bison's undefeated record
of 2-0 allowed them to be ranked 20th in a
three-way tie with Newberry College of
Newberry , S.C., and Salem College of
Salem, W.Va., in the National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics Top 20,
Division 1.
The University of Arkansas a t Monticello was ranked 11th and the University
of Central Arkansas in Conway was
ranked seventh by the panel of judges
from across the country in the NAIA.
The Bison rushing defense, which has
given new meaning to the word brutal, is
ranked this week as the No. 1 defense
against the ground attack in the nation.
After holding Lane College to 15 yards
rushing in the season opener and limiting
the Savages to 29 yards on the ground in
Saturday's contest, the Bison average of 22
yards rushing allowed per game earned
them the nation's top spot in the NAIA.
Sophomore transfer Fanasial "Dump"
Quinn leads the Bison defense in tackles
this season. from his position at noseguard
with 12 solo tackles ahd 14 assists for 26
tackle-assists. Senior defensive end Phillip
Nannie follows Quinn with 18 tackleassists on eight solos and 10 assists, while
senior defenSive tackle Gordon Roddenberry has been in on 17 stops with nine
solo tackles and eight assists.
The Bison pass defense played a
lackluster game for the second week tn a
row as they allowed the Savages to chalk
up 208 yards in the air. Senior Byron Walls
came up with his ~econd interception of
the season and junior Drake Jackson

Clubs-----(continued from page
9)

Here is a complete rundown of all the
club champions in softball this fall :
In the big club division:
A - Titans
B - Titans

C- Titans
D - Sub-T

picked off one as Southeastern quarterback Billy Brown went to the air 21
times for 12 completions and 140 yards.
The Bisons paid heavily for their victory
over the Savages as sophomore quarterback Mannie Low~ry suffered a broken
left thumb on the second play of the second
Harding possession of the game. While
handing off the football to senior fullback
Gary Hill, Lowery's left hand made
contact with a Southeastern tackler's foot,
causing the injury that will keep Lowery
out of the Bison lineup for about three
weeks.
Southeastern, who has not come up with
a win in their last 12 outings and is 0-3 this
season, wasted no time scoring as they
struck on their first play from scrimmage
with a 68-yard touchdown on a tailback
pass frot;n Sam Loucks to wide receiver
Kent Davis. Mike Ligon put the Savages
up 7-0 with his extra-point kick with ~:45
remaining in the first quarter.
Freshman quarterback Roddy Mote
stepped in for the injured Lowery and
drive the Bison offense to its first points of
the game with a 24-yard touchdown run.
Mote dove across the goal line to end his
scoring dash and pull tfie Bisons within one
l)Oint of the Savages. Freshman Stu
Varner success{ully kicked the point-after
with 3:31 left in the first quarter to tie tOe
score at i -7.
The ballgame, which was slow overall
for both teams' offensive units, remained
deadlocked at 7-7 until late in the fourth
quarter when Mote scored an apparent
touchdown on a 15-yard scamper into the
endzone. A Harding penalty erased the
score, however, and the Bisons settled for
a 35-yard Varner field goal with 3:45
remaining in the game.
Southeastern's hopes for a comeback
victory were snuffed out on their next and
final , possession as a crunching hit dealt
by Walls caused a fumble by the Savages'
quarterback. Fre'shman defensive back
Mickey Adkison recovered the loose ball to
kill Southeastern s final drive and secure
the 10-7 Harding victory.
The Bisons now have an open week to
prepare for their first Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference game, which is to
be played at Russellville against Arkansas
Tech University op Oct. 6, beginning at 7
p.m.
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Get a contemporary cut for an up-to-theminute image! Our stylists know all the
.............~l~a~tEest looks and which is right for you
and your special lifestyle. Call
268-4951 or 268-3431 for an appointment. Open 6 days from
8:00a .m. to 8:00p.m .

-

& COUNTRV.

BEAUTYSALON

FOR MEN & WOMEN

208 N. Locust • 268-4951 • 268·3431

In the intermediate club division :
A - Knights
B - Theta Tau

C- Knights

In the small club division:
A-AGO
B - Beta Phi

(501) 268-7477

<tJ'Qolll9t and

g~~:g

1!5111 E . RACE STREET

Christmas Ornaments
Sneak Preview & Sale
Great BanquetFavo~!

SEARCY'S
COMPLETE F.INANCIAL CENTER
15l6 E. Race
(4 blocks from Harding)

See us for
Jelly Bellies i.
Gummy Bears

MEMBER FDIC

268-9871
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LadyBisons
volleyball team
toplayOBU
by Bobbv Qavid10n

'A1son sport:l eOitor

•

The Lady Bisons volleyball team travels
to Arkadelphia today to take on the Lady
Tigers of Ouachita Baptist University in
an Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference
match, which is set to begin at 7 p.m.
The Lady Bisons, who had compiled a 4-9
record and an o-2 conference mark going
into last night's match with Hendrix
College, lost a hard-fought battle 2-3 to the
University of Central Arkansas Sugarbears Tuesday night in the Harding gym.
The first two games of the UCA match
went to Harding with scores of 15-12 and
15-10, as the Lady Bisons looked to shut out
their opponent in straight games. The
Sugarbears came back extremely strong ·
in the third game, however, as they
downed the Lady Bisons 15-2.
Uiilizing the momentum gained in the
third-game win, UCA overcame Harding
15-11 in the fourth game and 15-8 in the
fifth. The three consecutive wins pushed
UCA past the Lady Bisons for their 3-2
margin of victory.
Coach Karyl Bailey stresses the fact
that his team is one that is basically
young, and cites this as one of the major
factors in its sometimes inconsistent play.
"Being only a second-year program, we
have problems sometimes .k~ping a
competitive edge we have over an opponent. Once we have a team down, like
we did UCA, we should be able to put them
away," Bailey said.
Improvements have been made, Bailey
says, in the area of reaction and position
volleyball, which has been a weak spot in
this year's team.
"We've begun to react better to the ball
when it's on the other side o~ the net. H you
can't play good reaction and position
volleyball, it's very difficult to compete
effectively in the AIC," Bailey explained.
"We're not far from being a really fine
volleyball team, and a little improvement
could put us right over the top."
The Lady Bisons' ·next home match is
scheduled for Thursday at 7 p.m. as their
AIC foe, Arkansas Tech University, comes
calling. It will be a three out of five match
and admission is free.

c

c

The Lady Bisons volleyball team cheer on teammates during a home match at the New Gym. The Lady Bisons lost
the match against tough UALR team last Thursday.
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Does small-time football stand a chancel
trust suit which· voided

BY Ken Bissell
Bison staff writer

Can small-time college football survive
in a major college football world?
Undoubtedly, this question has crossed
the minds of every gridiron coach from
NCAA Division II on down to the junior
college ranks. It is a just;ifiable question,
with a sure fire answer rather difficult to
find.
H you are an avid sports fan, you know
what has taken place on the college
football scene the last several years.
Probation investigations by the NCAA on
numerous major schools, the restructure
of NCAA Division I and I-AA, and
television contracts from two of the top
networks in addition to a few cable
companies. And only recently, the anti-

c

~,

the NCAA's TV
package.
Recruiting battles have also taken the
limelight. Although most high schoolers
never have to face the tough decision of

-

Spo~s _
Spectru~
choosing which college to play for, some
18-year-olds have . · their whole future
hinging on which of 300 different
scholarship offers to take.
The drop-out rate of major college
athletes after eligibility is staggering, and
some jump from scholarship to contract
by signing with a pro team as a sophomore
·
or junior.
This leads us back to the opening
question. Many fans don't know what the
NAIA is (for those of you who do not know,
it is the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics). You don't read
about it much in the papers, and you

c

Chicken Burger

c

by TAMI KERR

Concentration

('·

99c

certainly don't hear about it on the tube.
Yet, the NAIA, as Well as NCAA Division
n and III, and the NJCAA (the junior
college division) produce good football for
the player as well as the spectator.
Without the exposure the big schools
thrive on, it would seem these smaller
divisions would fall by the wayside.
They survive though. Arid they do a good
job of keeping their heads above water.
The reasons are three-fold. The smaller
divisions offer the athlete who doesn't
make high school All-American the chance
to continue playing and get a college
education. The opportunity wouldn't be
there otherwise. Secondly, · local fan
support boosts the morale of the small
college programs. You never hear of a
person from Fayetteville backing Harding
or UCA, but Searcians back the Bisons just
like everyone else in the state backs the
Razorba&!i. And thirdly, the organization
of the ruling bodies (NAIA, for instance) is
highly structured, which keeps them in
competition with the big boys.
The smaller schools face many
problems that the bigger schools never
see, but they can handle them better
because they've learned the hard way.
Large schools seldom have to worry about
gate receipts or mail)tenance. But they do
have to worry about gracious alumni
handing out large denominations to
players for a game ticket (which, by the
way, is illegal). You don't see much of that
in small colleges.
The small college football program may
seem rinky-dink compared to your
homestate favorite at the University. But
you can bet your bottom dollar the heart
behind it is just as big.

Something Special To
Welcome You Back!!
let us do a

Call 268·4741

club cake!

Corner Gift Shop
927 E. Market

.·.. . ......
~

We also make
cupcakes & cookies!
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Kappa Pi inducts seven members
· Seven students were recently· inducted
into the Kappa Pi National Art Society,
according to Mary Molnar, president of
the University's Epsilon Iota Chapter.
. New members are Greg · Caples of
Pensacola, Fla.; Mark Christaldi of
Broomall, Pa.; Deanna LaLonde of Caro,
Mich.; Desiree Mueller of Elsberry, Mo.;
Beth Mengelberg of ~ouisville, Ky. ; Brent
Pickens of Searcy; and Rhonda Williams
of Fordyce.
Kappa Pi is the national organization
which recognizes outstanding art students
at the university level. Students are
selected on the basis of scholarship and art
ability.
Officers for the Harding chapter are
Molnar of Esko, Minn., pre5ident; Becha
Evans of Searcy, vice president; and
Jeriel McGuiness of Freeport, Ill.,

secretary-treasurer.
Sponsors are Dr. Faye Doran and Stan
Greep of the art faculty.

Receive o 10% discount
with this ad

ELEANOR'S
Needlework and Knit Shop
Needlepoint, Counted Cross Stitch, Knitting
and Crochet Yarns, Threa~s and Supplies

Phone
501/268-2923

901 North Maple
Highway 16 N
Searcy, AR 72143

"DELICIOUS
DELl SANDWICHES"
Ham & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
Smoke Aroma
Bar B.Q., Chicken & Ribs
r-----------~--------------------------

1

-CouponBring In This Coupon For A
Free 16 oz. Fountain Drink
With The Purchase Of Any Deli Sandwich
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WhodurmiH -- . .-

by TAMI KERR

Darrell Truitt portrays architect Christopher Wren in a performance of
" The Mousetrap," a mystery play by Agatha Christie. The Harding Drama
Department staged the play last Thursday night in the Main Auditorium ,
The play .was also performed for the University's summer dinner theater.
ser1es.

Files---------.:______;_______
(continued from page· 7)

card are kept in the Testing Office. in the
American Studies. Building.
Every student has a record, too, with his
dorm manager and advisor. The content of
the record depends on the student. Standard forms in the dorm file are a key
sheet, permission card, and a dorm
record. A dorm record is general information only. Housekeeping notices and

late minutes are also kept on a yearly
basis. Each advisor possesses any information he deems necessary. Naturally,
this will vary from advisor to advisor.
Further information on ·the Buckley
Amendment can be obtained from the
Student Personnel Office, according to
Altman, dean of students. He added, "But
very rarely is there anything in a file that
they haven't had a copy of."
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TDKSA 90 ............... $1.99
MAXELL XL II S........... $2.99
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We use U.S.D.A. Ground
Beef.that is ground fresh
· daily. We add fresh
tomato, crispy lettuce,
crunchy onions, pickles
and dressings. ·
Then we serve it the way
you want!

ALL FOOD AND DRINKS

HALF OFF REG. PRICE
Poor Boys Mgmt. & Staff Thank you for
another successful yearl
To show you our appreciation
we invite you to our 2nd
annual HALF PRICE SALE
Sept. 30, 1984

10:30A.M. tilllO P.M.

